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Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

Possibility is the measurable number of real options that you (or an organization)
have available to choose from.

We have been taught that what is happening now in the world is the only
possible outcome given the present circumstances.

It can be frustrating to know in your bones that something completely different
from this is possible right now, and yet see that the different thing is not being
chosen. Who is not choosing to take action on new options?

Frustration is simply another word for suppressed anger.
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Why do you suppress your anger? Perhaps because you were taught that anger
is bad, dangerous, destructive, or uncivilized?

Yes, unconscious, uninitiated anger can be aggressive. That is why we invented
Rage Club. In Rage Club you can make your anger conscious and useful. Then
your anger becomes one of the pleasures of life.

Initiated adult anger – Conscious Anger – is the energy of clarity, of intention, of
making valuable change, of transforming old decisions into new actions. Anger is
a necessary component of courage.

Courage is anger plus fear plus action.

It takes courage to explore Rage Club. Why? Because harnessing archetypal
forces of nature in your daily life becomes ecstatic.

We do not have a word in English for the ecstasy of applying conscious anger to
create positive useful changes. That is why we invented the term ‘kajan’.

'Kajan' is the ecstasy of experiencing and applying pure unhindered Archetypal
Anger right NOW to create new actions and positive changes in your life. This
feels like coming home to your own irreducible Authority. The clouds blow away
from your eyes as you accurately face into current reality – however it looks –
and take effective actions to make the differences that you care about. You use
conscious anger to create the more beautiful world your heart knows is possible.

This is High Level Fun.

We hope you get into a Rage Club soon. A whole new world is waiting for you, a
new world that starts inside of you. 

We wish you enhanced possibilities!

Your PM News Team

PS: We just uploaded nearly 40 full-length online Emotional Healing
Processes at https://createpossibility.mystrikingly.com/#demo-videos to let you
see how personal Possibility can be created during Possibility Coaching
sessions.
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DOORWAYS INTO POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT GAMEWORLD

Possibility Management Website

Possibility Managers

Possibility Management Page

Possibility Management Group

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind.
You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email.

If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.
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